Facts & Traditions

[Task 1 - Beginning Mon 4th May]

- What makes this culture different to any others?
- Think about... *population, language, geographical details (collect a map as well), money/currency, religion, sport, food, culture bio, celebrations etc*
- What makes it unique?

- Collect information this week(images and information written in your own words). Upload it to your folder on the WEBDAV server.
Push and Pull Factors
[Task 2 - Beginning Mon 11th May]

➢ What are the push factors of your chosen country?

➢ Think about…what specific things are pushing people from your chosen country to Australia. Why don’t they want to stay? e.g.: Greece’s lack of jobs and Australia’s abundance of work.

➢ What makes Australia so special? Why are people migration to our country rather than others?

➢ Collect information this week(images and information written in your own words). Upload it to your folder on the WEBDAV server.
How has your chosen country assimilated into Australian society?

Are there specific areas in Victoria that have a high concentration of migrants from your country?

How have aspects of your countries culture appeared in Australia?

Think about…food/restaurants, sport, religion (churches), social clubs.

Provide evidence of this - (you could use google maps)

Collect information this week(images and information written in your own words). Upload it to your folder on the WEBDAV server.
Famous People

- Are there any famous people who have migrated from your country to Australia?

- Think about... *who are they? what have they done? why are they famous?*

- Not all famous people are singers and actors.
- They could be scientists or even inventors.

- Collect information this week (images and information written in your own words). Upload it to your folder on the WEBDAV server.
Interview

- Interview with a migrant.
- You are required to talk to someone who has migrated to Australia.
- You need to come up with at least three open ended questions detailing their feelings and experiences about their journey and the time following their arrival.
- Film their answers using your iPad.